
Fission Power Plant

Narrative Arc Overview
The scenario for this ICT is that the student is part of a Science Club Team (other members are
Jake, Amanda, and Mark).  The Teacher (Mr. Gutierrez) serves as advisor to the Science Club
and is a physics teacher and knows quite a bit about nuclear reactions.  He announces to the
team that they have a new project in store.

The regional Power Co. is planning to transition from coal power to nuclear power in the next
few years.  The Mayor of the City where the school is located (falling within this region of the
Power Co.) needs help putting together a presentation to help City citizens understand the
basics of nuclear reactions and how they can be used to provide energy (electricity) for the daily
needs of the citizens.  The Mayor wants to make sure that the science is accurate, using actual
data from existing nuclear power facilities as evidence for the presentation.

To conclude this ICT, students are asked to provide a final commentary/explanation to the
mayor, based on what they’ve learned about the science of nuclear reactions and power
generation.

PART ONE - Introduction

Scene 1. Science Club Introduction
Mr. Gutierrez welcomes students to the classroom for an after-school science club meeting.
The setting is a lab table in the back of the room where four students can interact with
animations and simulations about nuclear reactions and power plants.

Similar to the stock photo shown, the Teacher is at the front of his science classroom, and a
dialog box appears next to his photo.



Mr. Gutierrez:

Hi {username}!  Thanks for coming to the Science Club meeting!

We’ve got a great new project to work on today.  The regional Power Co. is planning to
transition from coal power to nuclear power in the next few years.  The Mayor of our city
needs help putting together a presentation to help our citizens understand the basics of
nuclear reactions and how they can be used to provide energy (electricity) for our daily
needs.  The Mayor wants to make sure that the science is accurate, using actual data
from existing nuclear power facilities as evidence for the presentation.  That’s where we
can help!

I’ve set up a team workspace in the back of the room at one of the lab tables.  Today
you’re going to be working with Jake, Amanda, and Mark to help the Mayor with her
problem.

<Click Next> [animated or cut transition to lab table setting.]

Scene 2. Power Plant Intro
Essentially, the “Lab Table” is a dashboard with a middle screen area (for interactives and
animation delivery) with a frame that contains 2D face avatars representing the other three



students (and a space for Teacher to appear if necessary.  If avatars clicked, brief introductory
message will appear for each student.

The Teacher introduces the first animation (dialog box next to avatar):

Mr. Gutierrez:

To get started with the project, let’s take a look at an animation that shows how electricity
is generated using nuclear fission at a nuclear power plant.

<Click OK>

[camera zooms in on screen of computer sitting on lab table so that computer screen fills frame
of ICT with a slight (150-200px?) space on left side for four avatar circles to be marginally
visible.  These avatar frames smoothly slide to the side as the camera zooms in.  They become
inactive (greyed out) as they reach their marginal position).



Notes: Overview animation (Animation 1) should show cut-away view of power plant.
The reactor should allow a blow-out hover zone so that the control rods (yellow) and
Fuel rods (orange), and  can be easily identified. Art Edit: Labels “Steel pressure vessel,
super-hot water under pressure, water, stream, stream line, steam spins turbine, water,
steam, cooling water” should all be removed. “Fuel assemblies should be changed to
“Fuel rods.”

[Narration accompanies diagrammatic animation as various elements of power plant are
highlighted to show functionality of energy generation and delivery from the plant.
Overall animation should not take more than 90 seconds.]

Here is an EXCELLENT example of an animated diagram with narration and “hotspot”
content interactivity.

Scene 3. Reaction Videos
As student finishes viewing Animation 1, the Teacher Avatar is triggered to slide out over the
animation (fake computer screen) window, and a dialog box appears next to it upon reaching its
exposed position (with all of avatar circle showing on screen).

Mr. Gutierrez:

http://www.exfo.com/library/multimedia/animated-diagrams/fttx-link-deployments


Now, let’s review what we know about these power plants.  This type of power plant uses
uranium for fuel. The fuel is used to drive a series of energy transformations that
produce electricity for use by people.

This next video shows a spontaneous reaction involving uranium in nature.

<Click OK>

[Dialog box removed, avatar disc slides back to marginal position, grays out]

[Natural Reaction (Animation 2) plays on fake computer screen.]

Audio Narration: “The atom absorbs a neutron from its surroundings, becomes unstable,
and splits into two lighter-mass atoms. During the reaction, fast-moving neutrons are
emitted.”

(example shown above): http://whyfiles.org/186ed_teller/images/fission_anim.gif

Notes: Animation 2 should show a neutron (n) colliding with a uranium atom. The
neutron is absorbed by the uranium atom, then the uranium atom splits and produces a
barium atom, a krypton atom, and 2 neutrons.  The two neutrons that are produced
should move much faster than the incoming neutron. The animation should have a
control bar that will allow students to pause, rewind, and start animation. The animation
should run slower to 1) show the incoming neutron, 2) show the collision between
particles, 3) emphasize the splitting of the uranium nucleus, 4) show 2 emitted neutrons
moving much faster than the incoming neutron.

As student finishes viewing Animation 2, the Teacher Avatar is again triggered to slide out over
the animation, and a dialog box appears next to it as before.

Mr. Gutierrez:

In a power plant, neutrons can be supplied to split uranium nuclei, and the neutrons that
are produced can be captured by other uranium nuclei which then also split. This sets up

http://whyfiles.org/186ed_teller/images/fission_anim.gif


a chain reaction.

This next video shows how these chain reactions can be set up in a nuclear reactor.

<Click OK>

[Dialog box removed, avatar disc slides back to marginal position, grays out]

[Induced Reaction (Animation 3) plays on fake computer screen.]

Audio Narration: “???”

Notes: Animation 3 should show neutrons (n) colliding with fuel rods (235U atoms) and
neutrons that move much faster than the incoming neutrons. This animation should be
labeled Reactor core. The animation should have a control bar that will allow students to
pause, rewind, and start animation. The animation should run slower to 1) show the
incoming neutron, 2) show that the neutrons produced move much faster than the
incoming neutrons.

As student finishes viewing Animation 3, the Teacher Avatar is again triggered to slide out over
the animation, and a dialog box appears next to it as before.  This time the dialog box takes up
a majority of the screen and contains a test question “asked” by the Teacher.

Scene 4. Assessment: Reactions



Note: “OK” button not visible (or active) on dialog box until student has answered MC
item and CR Items.  It disappears as new Items are loaded, and doesn’t reappear until
necessary (ie. as student begins typing in a text box or clicks a radio button).

[MC Item appears in dialog box]

(“asked” by Mr. Gutierrez): Let’s review: What type of reaction was shown in the video?

○ Chemical
○ Physical
○ Nuclear

[Student selects response, clicks OK.  MC Item 1 replaced with CR Item 1]

(asked by Mr. Gutierrez): “OK, now describe what characteristic classifies this reaction
as a {student’s chosen reaction type} and not as the other types?”

<Open ended text box>

[Student types response to CR Item 1, clicks OK.  CR Item 1 replaced with CR Item 2]

(asked by Mr. Gutierrez): “Now, remember that in a power plant, engineers control how
many neutrons can react with the uranium fuel.”

“Please explain to me why this method is used instead of letting spontaneous reactions
occur as they do in nature.”

<Open ended text box>



[Student types response to CR Item 2, clicks OK.  CR Item 2 replaced with CR Item 3]

(asked by Mr. Gutierrez): “OK!  So, now, tell me one advantage of a nuclear power plant
over a coal burning power plant.”

<Open ended text box>

PART TWO - Energy Transformation

Scene 5. Reaction Walkthrough
Back to the initial stage setup, Teacher preps student(s) for next section.  Avatars slide into
following positions.

A dialog box appears next to the Teacher Avatar.

Mr. Gutierrez:

Now that we’ve gotten an overview of fission reactions, let’s dive into the mechanics and
data of how the fission actually happens in a core reactor.  This will help us better
understand and communicate the science of nuclear power to the Mayor.  Everyone
ready?

This is followed by sequential dialog boxes from each of the Student Avatars. (Not all three
student avatar dialog boxes are shown, but you get the idea, right?)



Jake: Yep!

Amanda: Sounds good to me.

Mark: Let’s do this!

<Click OK>

All avatars glide back to left side of screen, and the Teacher Avatar remains active as audio
narration describes differences in energy release between uranium fission and coal combustion.
As the narration happens, words shown below appear on the screen, as if hand drawn by the
teacher as he is talking.



Mr. Gutierrez (audio narration):

As you saw in the previous video, fission reactions can be induced resulting in energy
transformations.  The energy released during uranium nuclear fission is about 83
terajoules (TJ) per kilogram (kg) of uranium. The energy generated through the
combustion of coal is about 0.040 kilojoules (kJ) per kilogram of coal.

By the way, (1 TJ = 1,000,000,000,000 J)  and (1 kJ = 1,000 J).

The words disappear from the screen and they are replaced by a sequential animation
diagramming different mechanisms of the nuclear fission reaction as it occurs in this type of
reactor.

Notes: A blow-out of the reactor showing neutrons being bombarded at the fuel rods
should begin as the bottom animation of the entire process runs in this sequence: 1)
adjusting of the control rods, 2) flowing of water through the system, 3) boiling on water
in the condenser,  4) formation of steam, 5) turning of the turbine, and 6) the motion of
the gauge on the generator. A slider bar should be included so students can adjust to
specific points of action during observation.



As the audio narration describes/highlights various parts of the chain reaction (as the various
processed enumerated above are sequentially highlighted with visual animations).  The Teacher
avatar follows the visual callout animations around the screen to help guide the attention of the
viewer. Note: Yellow arrows are for reference of avatar motion, not to be visually displayed.
Also, as the avatar moves around the screen, the background diagram image of the animation
should move/pan/zoom to allow maximal real estate for highlighted animation material (as
described in following sections of audio narration transcript) while still maintaining a coherent
frame of reference for the viewer to map highlighted visual content back to the context of the
reference (background) diagram.

Mr. Gutierrez (audio narration):

In a power plant, neutrons can be supplied to split uranium nuclei. When the uranium
nuclei split, some of the neutrons that are produced can be captured by other uranium
nuclei which then also split. This sets up a self-sustaining chain reaction.

[transition to next visual callout]



During induced nuclear fission reactions, water coolant is used slow down the emitted
neutrons. Only slow-moving neutrons can be captured to produce subsequent fission
reactions, so the coolant provides a way to regulate the rate of reactions.

[transition to next visual callout]

Thermal energy from the reactor core is transferred to the condenser resulting in the
production of steam that turns a turbine.

[transition to next visual callout]

The turbine, in turn, generates electricity in the generator for later use by humans.

Once the animation has completed, the student will be given the option to play it again.

Mr. Gutierrez (audio narration):

Whew, that was a lot of info.  Did you get all of it or would you like to watch it again?

[Yes/No]

<Click Yes> = repeat animation above <Click No> = continue to assessment

At this point, the fake computer screen goes blank, the camera zooms back out just a bit, and
the avatars slide back into a “group” position much like the beginning of the scene.



In this instance, the Teacher gives a prompt, and then each student avatar can be clicked
(shown here as purple buttons, but no button is really necessary the avatar disc as a whole can
serve as a button) to show their responses.  The students’ responses will be visualized as
individual dialog boxes connected to their discs (much like earlier in scene 5).

Mr. Gutierrez:

What potential problems might arise in a closed fission reactor when nuclear reactors
are induced?

Jake, Amanda, and Mark, why don’t you each come up with a hypothesis, and then
{username}, you can pick which one you think is best.

Jake:

The reaction rate will level off at a high rate, so the coolant will become too hot causing
the reactor to explode.

Amanda:

The reaction rate will increase, resulting in too much pressure causing the reactor to
explode.

Mark:



The reaction rate will fluctuate, resulting in loss of pressure causing the reactor to shut
down.

After the student has viewed all three students’ hypotheses, the teacher avatar will be triggered
again to display the assessment items.

[MC Item appears in dialog box]

(“asked” by Mr. Gutierrez): Which student’s hypothesis is most likely to occur when
inducing fission reactions in a closed system?

○ Jake’s
○ Amanda’s
○ Mark’s

[Student selects response, clicks OK.  MC Item 1 replaced with CR Item 1]

(asked by Mr. Gutierrez): “Great!  Now explain to me why {chosen response from MC
1}’s hypothesis is most likely to occur.”

<Open ended text box>

[Student types explanation into text box.]

To segue between parts two and three, the Teacher avatar will explain why control rods are
used to prevent a runaway chain reaction during nuclear fission.  After the student submits
his/her explanation for the chosen hypothesis, the dialog screen will disappear, and the Teacher



avatar will slide back to its top left position as the camera zooms back in on the fake computer
screen.  A transmission map/diagram will appear on the screen, and the Teacher will walk the
student through the transmission process.

Mr. Gutierrez (audio narration):

The amount of energy that is produced during nuclear fission helps the world meet its
electrical energy needs.  If the power output is increased to too high a level, a runaway
chain reaction could occur, overheating the reactor. The reactor is designed to prevent
this from happening, using control rods that can be inserted between the fuel rods as
necessary.

PART THREE - Reactor Components

Scene 6
To begin, the avatars all slide back to a group formation for the Teacher to explain what’s
coming next before diving into another animation.



Mr. Gutierrez:

To better understand how these runaway reactions can be prevented, let’s take an even
closer look at how the reactors actually function by examining the different components
and figuring out how they really work to help control the reaction.

<Click OK>

The student avatars slide back to their marginalized positions on the left, and the teacher avatar
takes a non-marginalized position on the left as the camera zooms back in on the fake computer
screen.  On the screen a diagram of a core reactor appears as the Teacher points out the
relevant components.  As each component is described, animated highlight circles appear
around the described component as if drawn by the Teacher while speaking.



Mr. Gutierrez (audio narration):

The reactor core has three main components: fuel rods, control rods, and coolant.

[Highlight control rods and then fuel rods during narration below.]

The control rods are used to absorb excess neutrons and can be raised and lowered
between the fuel rods.

[Highlight the coolant during narration below.]

The coolant can be used to help control the temperature of the reactor.

Following this narration, the camera zooms even closer to the fake screen as the diagram
swaps out with a functioning simulator.  The simulated Reactor Core should be interactive.

● control rods can be moveable (all move as one, not individually) and
● a modulator on the cold coolant intake valves (at the bottom) to be adjustable by a slider

that increases/decreases flow.
● As students move the control rods up and down the hot coolant going out will change

and the red color will go from deep to light shades of red to indicate changes in nuclear
reaction rate.

● A temperature gauge (in Celsius between 50 and 400) at the top portion of the reactor is



also needed (large enough to be readable by students).
● A pressure gauge should be included showing pressure from 0-400 bars.
● When coolant is slowed (pressure gauge decreases) the red-colored coolant should

begin to fill the bottom and flow rate in/out should decrease. When the coolant is
accelerated (pressure gauge increases) the blue-colored coolant should begin to fill the
top and flow rate in/out should increase.

● Coolant should be adjustable between 120 and 200 in 20 bar increments. 120 bar =
Reactor Overheat, 140 bar= 300°C, 160 bar= 250°C, 180 bar= 200°C, 200 bar= 125°C

Note: purple arrow indicates motion of control rods.  Not to be displayed on screen.

Mr. Gutierrez (audio narration):

Now, take some time to explore the reactor core.  You can adjust the flow of coolant and
observe the change in temperature as a result of the reaction rate

After the student has manipulated the control rods and coolant 2-3 times each, the simulation
will automatically switch into investigation mode, which disables the interactivity of the control
rods.  The teacher avatar also reappears briefly on the screen, and a data table object is now



visible at the top margin of the screen.

Mr. Gutierrez (audio narration):

Now let’s begin our investigation and learn to control the power output of the power
plant.  Adjust the moderator to three different coolant flow rates. Each time you adjust
the moderator, pressure and temperature data will be recorded in the table you can see
at the top of the screen.

[Table object wiggles slightly, or perhaps gets highlighted with a hand-drawn arrow.]

Here’s an example of what the screen would
look like when the student has pulled the data
table down into view (after having adjusted
the moderator at least three times).

Once the student has generated at least three entries in the data table, a button should appear
at the top right of the screen that allows the student to continue to the assessment for this scene



when they have satisfied their interest in the moderator adjustments.

<Click button>

The simulation disappears from the screen, and the completed data table slides down from its
position (shown or hidden, as left by the student on click) to the right hand side of the screen.
The Teacher avatar reappears, and a dialog box appears next to the avatar.

Mr. Gutierrez:

Nice job with the adjustments on the core reactor modulator!

[MC Item appears in dialog box, and the data table becomes interactive to accept a response]

(“asked” by Mr. Gutierrez): “At which cold coolant pressure was the reaction rate the
highest?” Hint: Click on the data entry in the table to answer this question.

[Student selects response in table.  MC Item 1 replaced with CR Item 1]

(asked by Mr. Gutierrez): “Great!  Now explain why, and be sure to refer to the data in
the table to directly support your explanation.”

<Open ended text box>



[Student types explanation into text box, then clicks submit.]

Following assessment submission, the fake screen clears, and the camera briefly moves back
out to the group position with avatars sliding into position as before.

Then the camera quickly moves in, filling the screen with the fake computer screen.  The
avatars slide up simultaneously.  A picture of a nuclear power plant appears on the fake
computer screen, and then a dialog box appears next to the Teacher avatar.

Mr. Gutierrez:



The Power Co. has provided us with data from another one of their nuclear generation
facilities.  These data were collected over a two-year period, showing the results of
adjustments made to the moderator and control rods.

Each of you take a look at the data separately, and then we’ll talk about how much
electricity can be produced by moderating the nuclear reactions.

<Click OK>

The dialog box disappears and the teacher avatar slides off screen to the left.  The student
avatars slide down to the bottom margin of the screen.  Two interactive data table objects slide
in from the top of the screen.

The left table is titled “Trial 1” and has the following content:

Adjustment Cold Coolant
Pressure (bars)

Control Rod Position
From Top of Core
(cm)

Hot Coolant
Temperature (ºC)

1 185 10 275

2 165 15 320

3 145 15 295

The right table is titled “Trial 2” and has the following content:



Adjustment Cold Coolant
Pressure (bars)

Control Rod Position
From Top of Core
(cm)

Hot Coolant
Temperature (ºC)

4 150 15 275

5 200 5 320

6 120 25 295

These tables can be “pulled down” and viewed individually or simultaneously by the student, as
shown in this series of slides.

After each table has been interacted with at least once, the teacher avatar will reappear in the
margin, available to be clicked so that the student can begin the assessment once they’ve
satisfied their curiosity with the table.  Once the teacher has been clicked, the tables are
automatically disabled in their current shown/hidden state.  A dialog box appears for the
teacher.



Mr. Gutierrez:

In order to make sure that your team has a good enough understanding of the science of
nuclear reactions, here’s the question your team needs to answer.

Based on the results shown in these two tables, which moderator and control rod
adjustments produce the most electricity?

Each of you come up with your own answer, and then {username}, you can pick which
one you think is correct.

<Click OK>

The teacher avatar slides back to the margin, and the tables become interactive again (able to
slide up and down individually).  The three student avatars slide up, and each can be clicked to
view the answer they’ve come up with.



student selects “correct” upon
viewing answer of middle

student avatar

middle student glows orange
as selected correct response

all three student avatar
answers shown

note submit button is disabled
when answers viewed

When a student avatar is clicked, the option to choose this answer as correct is given to the
student.  The student can change his/her answer as many times as necessary before clicking a
button: “Submit Team’s Answer” which appears after the answer of at least one student avatar’s
answer is viewed.  It is possible to view all three student answers at once.

Eventually, the student will click the “Submit Team’s Answer” button.

<”Submit...” Button Clicked>

Continue to Conclusion section.

PART FOUR - Conclusion

Scene 7
The teacher avatar reappears and all avatar discs slide back to the familiar group formation.



Mr. Gutierrez:

Now we’re ready for the fun part!  We’ve got to put together a scientific explanation for
the Mayor.  The explanation should include:

○ A description of how electricity is generated from nuclear reactions
○ A explanation of how potential problems in nuclear reactions can be prevented

using the controls built into a reactor.
○ At least one reason why a nuclear power station is better than a coal power

station for generating electricity for the City.

{username}, you’re in charge of writing the explanation.

<Click OK>

The dialog box disappears and the avatars slide off the screen.  The camera moves back in so
that the fake computer screen fills the screen.

On the left side of the screen, the student can open and view different pieces of information
(text, data tables) that have been previously presented.  This could either be tab-based or icon
based depending on the amount of content available.  He/she types the explanation on the right
side of the screen and clicks submit when done.



<Click Submit>

The split-screen view disappears, and the teacher avatar appears again, with a dialog box.

Mr. Gutierrez:

Thanks for your explanation, it looks great!  I’m sure the mayor will be pleased.

<< End of ICT >>


